Year 5 Topics Overview
Term 2, 2016

RELIGION
The Spirit Frees: Confirmation
The Church Community: Church

ENGLISH
Reading
Fiction
Text: “The Tale of Despereaux” by Kate DiCamillo
• Activities developing Comprehension
• Character Analysis

Writing Forms
• Report
• Narrative
• Information

Spelling
• List words and related activities

MATHEMATICS
Number
• Division & Multiplication
• Fractions
• Times tables

Measurement
• Length
• Perimeter
• Area
• Scale

HEALTH
Anti-bullying
• Protective Behaviours
• Conflict Resolution
• Cybersafety

HISTORY
• Australian communities
  ○ Investigating colonial life
  ○ Eureka stockade

SCIENCE
• Unit: Smooth Moves
• Physics unit about how forces impact on the movement of objects

NAPLAN – Week 3: Tuesday 10th, Wednesday 11th, Thursday 12th May
To reduce any unease and to ensure your child is present for these testing days, please refrain from scheduling appointments during these days.

Specialist Subject Areas
Art – Mondays (Tiffany Johnson)
Italian – Tuesdays (Carmen Bonavia)
Sport - Tuesdays & Fridays (Linda Matthews)
Library – Wednesdays (Jo Pitt)
Music – Thursdays (Alex Mancini)
Science – Thursdays (Brett Wilkie)